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The Privilege of Discovery  

"Every so often, the veil of confusing experimental results is parted, and something deep and beautiful about how biological life works is revealed. It is as if a syllable that God spoke becomes suddenly audible. The thrill of unearthing such 'God speak' is one of the special rewards of my profession."

David T. Yue, 2006
WELCOME & PRAYER

SCRIPTURE READING
1 Corinthians 13 (Henry Colecraft)

SLIDESHOW OF DAVID'S LIFE
Jonathan/Daniel/Michael Yue
Margaret Chang

SONG
*Take My Life and Let It Be*
Scott Smith
Lisa M. Wong

EULOGIES
Richard Chen
Dan Burkhoff
Reza Shadmehr

SONG
*Lord, I Give You My Heart*
Scott Smith
Lisa M. Wong

EULOGIES
Paul Auwaerter
Phil Yang
Ivy Dick

SONG
*God of Wonders*
Scott Smith
Lisa M. Wong

EULOGIES
John Yue
Mary Yue
Michael/Daniel/Jonathan Yue

VIOLIN SOLO *Ave Maria*
Lisa M. Wong

MESSAGE
Ginny & Erich Becker

SONG
*Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus*
Scott Smith
Lisa M. Wong

MOMENT OF SILENCE / CLOSING PRAYER
Pastors: Erich & Ginny Becker, Grace Fellowship Church

Music Leader: Scott Smith

Violinist: Lisa M Wong, MD - pediatrician, musician, and author. Harvard College classmate

Scripture Reading: Henry Colecraft, PhD - former postdoctoral fellow of David's Calcium Signals Lab, current professor at Columbia University Medical Center

Speakers:

Richard Chen, MD - Neurosurgeon, Financial Advisor and Inventor, Harvard College classmate

Daniel Burkhoff, MD-PhD - Cardiologist, Hopkins Medical School classmate, graduate school classmate

Reza Shadmehr, PhD - Professor of Biomedical Engineering and Neuroscience, Johns Hopkins

Paul Auwaerter, MD - Boy Scout Troop 711 Committee Chair, Professor of Medicine, Johns Hopkins

Phil Yang, PhD - graduated student of David's Calcium Signals Lab (CSL), Pastoral Staff, Stepping Stones Ministry, Johns Hopkins

Ivy Dick, PhD- graduated student and current member of David's Calcium Signals Lab

John Yue, PhD - older brother of David Yue, Physicist and semiconductor specialist. Vice President, Omnivision

Mary Yuan, PhD - older sister of David Yue, food and beverages consultant, former manager at General Foods and Dole.

Michael Yue - oldest son of David Yue, first year student at University of Maryland Medical School

Daniel Yue - middle son of David Yue, junior at Harvard College studying Physics

Jonathan Yue - youngest son of David Yue, senior at the Gilman School
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Note from Nancy

David was doing what he loved up until the very end and now our Lord has taken him home. I still expect David to walk around the corner any minute and find comfort sitting in his office surrounded by his books and notes.

I have been so very very blessed to have this wonderful man in my life and treasure all the rich memories from our 30 plus years together. David craved truth in both science and faith and strove mightily on both fronts. He also loved mightily, pouring it into his family at home and his family at lab. After Christmas we opened our presents from David and his gift to Jonathan gave us our first real laughs in a long time. It was sad but wonderful at the same time. David lived loving God and people, and his life will continue to speak God's truth into people for years to come.